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Field and experimental evidenceare combined to deduce the mechanismof slip on shallow
continental transcurrent faults, such as the San Andreas in California. Several lines of evidence
portray the central section of the San Andreas fault as a very smooth and fiat surface, with a
very low frictional strength in comparison to the breaking strength of intact rock. The Parkfield
earthquake of June 27, 1966, and its aftershock and creep sequencesare examined as a detailed
example of fault slippage that includes both types, seismic and aseismic.It is shown from
considerablenumber of field data that during the main shock a region from about 4 to 10 km
in depth slipped approximately 30 cm. In responseto this slippage, creep and aftershockswere
generated. The creep and aftershocksare not directly interrelated, but they are microscopically
identical processesof time-dependent brittle friction occurring in parallel in different regions.
The creep occurredby time-dependent stable frictional sliding in the 4-km-thick surfacelayer;
the aftershocks,by time-dependentstick-slip at the endsof the initial slipped zone. This model
is in good agreement with laboratory results which show that slippage should occur by stable
(aseismic) friction in the upper 4 km, by stick-slip accompaniedby earthquakes from about 4
to 12 km, and by stable sliding or plastic friction below 12 km on the fault. One feature not
observedin the laboratory is the episodicnature of creep.These episodescan be predicted with
an accuracy of about I week.

standing of the conditions by which slip on
faults is releasedseismicallyor aseismically.
It is by now well known that slip on a fault
To approach this problem, we must first
can take place in at least two uniquely differunderstand
the physical processesoperating
ent ways. In some situations,slip may occur at
a rate comparable to the elastic-wavevelocity when slip occurson a fault. This study is a first
attempt in that direction.We begin by combinof the surroundingrock. Suchslip is efficientin
ing
field evidencewith the considerableamount
exciting seismicwaves and results in an earthof
recent
experimentalwork on the earthquake
quake. In other situations slip may occur at a
mechanism to describe some general features
comparatively slow rate and consequentlydoes
of slippage on faults such as the San Andreas
not generate an earthquake. Both modes of
slip, seismic and aseismic,are accommodation in California. Then, using the 1966 Parkfield,
California, earthquakesas our point d'appui,
of the crust to tectonic stresses and have the
we
test theseconceptsin detail.
sameeffect in relieving suchstresses.Therefore,
since there is more than one way to relieve
ROLE OF FRICTION
tectonic stress, only one of which is a hazard
The problemswith which we are primarily
to man, the ultimate solutionsto the problems
concerned
are the mechanism of fault creep,
of earthquake prediction, of estimating earthwhich
is
slow
slip of the fault and purportedly
quakerisk, and perhapseventuallyof even preventing earthquakes must turn on an under- aseismic,and of earthquakes. To proceed, we
shall discussthe role frictional processesplay
in slidingon faults suchas the San Andreas.
State o• stress. The fact that large shallow
x Contribution 1564, Division of Geological Sciearthquakes in regions such as California occur
ences, California Institute of Technology, Pasarepeatedly on discrete and very well-defined
dena, California.
planes [see, e.g. Allen et al. 1965] clearly dem2 Now at Lament Geological Observatory of
Columbia University, Palisades,New York 10964. onstratesthat they are a frictional sliding phenomenon.Nevertheless,it has been argued [viz.
Orewan, 1960] that any normal form of fricCopyright ¸ 1969 by the American Geophysical Union.
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riohalslidingwouldrequirestresses
muchhigher has not been determinedby direct means.The
thanare indicatedby observed
stressdrops.The pertinent available information is the stress
coefficient of friction on rock surfaces normally
drop and the product of seismicefficiencyand
rangesfrom about 0.4 to 1.8 [Jaeger, 1959; averagestressbeforeand after the shock.The
Handin and Stearns,1964], whichsuggests
that results of King and Knopo# [1968], however,
the stressnecessary
to causefrictionalslidingon suggesta method for relating the stressdrop
a fault is at least an order of magnitudehigher during an earthquaketo the initial stress.Supthan stressdropsderivedfrom seismicobserva- pose that, following Tsuboi [1956], we assume
tions [Brune and Allen, 1967b]. Brace and that the strain energy density required to proByeflee [1966] suggestedthat stick-slip fric- duce an earthquakein a given seismicregionis
tionalslidingwasthe mechanism
of earthquakes constant,regardlessof the size of the earthand, in the light of the abovedifficulty,main- quake.This is equivalentto the hypothesisthat
tained that the stressdrop needbe only a small
fraction of the total stress. It is the intent of

this paper to combinethe field data as closely
aspossiblewith laboratoryresultsin an attempt
to understand the mechanismsof earthquakes

the stressrequiredto initiate an earthquakeis
independentof the size to which that earthquakegrows.This assumptionis justifiedby the
broad size spectra of earthquakesoccurringin
a limited region, as has been emphasizedby
many studies of the frequency-magnituderelation. With this assumption,the approximate
total stressin a regioncan be determinedfrom
the stress drops associatedwith earthquakes
by using the fractional stress drop model of
King and Knopoff. In Figure I the stressdrops
of earthquakesthat occurred on the San Andreas fault are plotted as a function of magnitude. Fitted to the data is King and Knop-

and fault creep. These processes
will be examinedin the light of the stick-sliphypothesis.
Consequently,
beforebeginningour analysiswe
must attempt to reconcilethe major dilemma
of the strengthof the fault. Is the stresson the
fault much higher than the stressdrop during
an earthquake,or is there someway by which
the frictional strengthcan be loweredsubstantially from that normallyobserved
in laboratory
off's relation. With the assumption that the
experiments
?
The stressrequiredto producean earthquake maximum possibleearthquakeis one of magni-
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Fig. 1. The stressdrops of San Andreasearthquakesplotted versustheir magnitudes.The
parametriccurve of King and Knopoff is fitted to the data to determinethe total stress.Data
is from San Francisco1906 and Imperial 1940 and 1966 [Brune and Allen 1967b]; Parkfield
1966[Ak{, 1968a]; and smallerearthquakes[Wyssand Brune, 1968].
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rude 9, a very good fit to the data is obtained
with the parametersm_= 0.4 and a total stress
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of 100 bars.

The most sensitiveparameter in fitting the
data in Figure 1 is the total stress,which determinesthe scaleof the ordinate. Other parameters that come into the relation, such as the
seismicefficiency,are less well defined. The
parameter m_suggestsa value of about 0.1 for
the efficiency,which is closeto the value observed in model experiments by Vasil'yev
[1968]. Wyss and Brune [1968] determined
the product of seismicefficiencyand average
stressfrom the moment-magnituderelation of
small earthquakesat Parkfield. They obtained
a value of approximately10 bars. As a test of
consistency,we can apply the above value of
efficiency to this, which again indicates an
initial stressof around 100 bars, sincethe stress
drops of those small earthquakeswere only of
the order of a bar. Whereas the stress deter-

mined in this way may not appear on first examinationto be reliable,it is encouragingthat
this value lies between the minimum value of

74 bars, given by the stressdrop of the 1906
San Francisco earthquake [Brune and Allen,
1967b], and the maximum value of around 200
bars, determinedby the absenceof a heat.flow
anomaly on the San Andreas fault [Brune et
al., 1968]. Consequently,
we feel confidentthat
the valueof 100 barsis a fairly goodestimateof
the stresson the straightportionsof the fault.
Frictional strenqth. Byeflee [1967a, b] has
extensivelystudied the frictional strength of
rock and has found that the shear stress re-

quiredto initiate slidingis generallyin the form

ß=

+ up

where r is the shear stress,p is the normal
stresson the surface,and ro and p are constants. The ro term is probably due to the effect of interlocking.He determinedvalues of
ro and t• of 0.5 kb and 0.6, respectively,for
westerlygraniteunder high confiningpressure.
His experimentsat low normal stressyield a
better measureof to, however,and showthat
the value is closer to 30 bars.

One of his most interestingconclusions
was
that the coefficient of friction of brittle

ma-

terials is a function of surface roughness.He
found that the coefficientof friction of westerly

TRACE

Fig. 2. Compositefault plane solution (lower
hemisphere)of twenty-two microearthquakeslocated near Parkfield, California, from October 1
to November 15, 1967. Open circles,dilatations;
closedcircles,compressions.
Mapped fault trace
is indicated by arrows.

granite decreased from 0.6 to 0.2 as the CLA

roughnessdecreasedfrom 300 to 20 microinches

[Byeflee, 1967b]. For ideally smoothsurfaces,
he arguesthat the coefficient
of frictionmay be
as low as 0.1. This is of interest because there
is reason to believe that the San Andreas fault

is a very smooth surface,and accordinglyit
may have a very low frictionalstrength.From
October I to November 15, 1967, a six-station
microearthquakearray was operated by the
Seismological
Laboratory in an area of the San
Andreas fault near Parkfield, California. In
Figure 2 we show a compositefault plane solution for twenty-two of the shocks detected
during that study for which satisfactorydepths
were obtained. The locations of the shocks are

given in a later section.Figure 2, a lower-hemisphere projection, was obtained by superimposing individual solutions for each of the
shocks. The data were from first arrivals at the

six local stations,except for two larger shocks,
which were also recorded on the southern California network.
None of the shocks were

recorded at sufficient stations to yield an individual mechanismsolution, but with the com-

posite method the sourceparametersthat the
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shockshave in commoncan be obtained.in

an ideally smoothsurface.The semiapicalangle
can be estimated from the microearthquake
focal mechanismdata. An average asperity on
the fault, as schematically representedin Figure 3, probably has a wavelengthof the order
of kilometers.The nodal planes of mechanisms
of microearthquakes
that have fault lengthsof
the San Andreas fault in the area.
only tens or hundreds of meters will map out
The magnitudeof the earthquakes
usedin the surfaceof the asperities.Consequently,the
the mechanismstudy ranged from 3.4 to as low angularuncertaintyin determiningnodal planes
as about 1, with most of the shockslying in from a compositefault plane solution for a
the approximate range of magnitude i to 2. large number of microearthquakesdistributed
Therefore the shockssampled portions of the over a long length of fault, due to variation
fault rangingfrom tens of metersto kilometers amongindividual fault planes,will be equal to
in length if any reasonablerelation betweensize the angle fi shown in Figure 3. This angle is
and magnitude,suchas that of Tocher [1960a], twice the complementof the semiapicalangle
is assumed.Together with Eatoh's [1968] evi- a of the average shaped asperity. The data
this case the data strongly delineate two nodal
planes,indicatingthat all the earthquakesused
in the solutionhad nearly identicalmechanisms.
The solution indicates right-lateral movement
on a vertical fault, with one of the nodal planes
within a few degreesof the average trace of

dence that

all

aftershocks

of the

Parkfield-

Cholame earthquake sequence occurred directly on the fault, within the accuracyof his
measurements(0.5 km), the present evidence
for the identicalmechanismof microearthquakes
over a substantial length of the fault indicates
that

the San Andreas fault in this area is an

extremely smooth and fiat surface over a considerable dimensional range. Byeflee reports a
value of ro of about 30 bars for smooth sur-

faces measured in the laboratory. I-Ie has also
shown that this value may be reducedif water
is present. The slow strain rates involved and
the presenceof gougein the fault zone will also
tend to reduce the degreeof interlocking.Accordingly,ro is probably quite small, and we can
ignore this parameter for the purposesof estimating the average frictional strength of the

given in Figure 2 indicatethat the angle• is
less than 10ø in the Parkfield region. From
Byerlee's [1967b] model of friction with wedge
shaped asperities,the coefficientof friction for
this region with asperitiesof semiapicalangle
85ø is 0.075. This value is probably an upper
estimate; his cone-shapedasperity model indicates that • is vanishingly small at a • 75ø.
Even if the asperitiesare randomlyshaped,/•
would only be about 0.15. The average frictional strength of the fault over a depth of 0
to 15 km, from the calculatedvalue of • and
equation 2, is 150 bars. In this calculation we
have assumed that the normal stress on the

fault is equal to the overburdenpressure.This
is again probably an overestimate, for if the
crust is elastic the horizontal stress in the ab-

senceof a normal componentof tectonic stress

fault and use the relation

•-

•zp

(2)

where/• is the coefficientof friction.
The

coefi%ient

of friction

of a brittle

ma-

terial such as rock is very dependent on the
roughnessof the surface.This is largely an effect of interlocking.The above observationthat
the San Andreasfault is very smoothindicates
that it may have a very low coefficientof friction. Byeflee [1967b] has postulated a model
for brittle friction on smooth surfaces. His results show that the coefficient of friction on such

surfacesshouldbe independentof the strength
of the materials in contact but will dependon
the average apical angle of the asperities. Let
us assumethat the fault correspondsto such

Fig. 3. A schematic representation of an average shaped asperity on the fault is indicated by
the shaded curve. The angular configuration of

the asperity as describedby the parameter •s
can be determined from microearthquake focal
mechanisms

as described in the text.
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would be lessthan the overburdenpressureby unaccompaniedby measurable stress drops.
a factor of v/(1 -- v), where e is Poisson's That stable sliding is also a brittle processis
ratio. That this may be the casehas been dem- clear; laboratory experimentsindicate that it is
onstrated by borehole stress measurementsin
accompanied
by microfracturing[Scholz,1968a].
Both processesare due to brittle fracture of
deepminesin SouthAfrica [Leemah,1964].
in view of the uncertaintyin the calculations, asperities.The type of sliding that will occur
this strengthvalue,150bars,is indistinguishable seemsto dependon the presenceor absenceof
from the value of 100 bars estimated for the

stress required to produce an earthquake. In
conclusion,therefore, these results show that

an instability required in order for the fractures
to grow to a macroscopic
size.Brace and Byeflee

[1966] suggested
that this instabilityis due to
a variation of frictionalresistance
with displaceindeedsufficientto producefaultingby brittle ment.Althoughstableslidingis accompanied
by
friction, providedthat the fault is very smooth small-scalefracturing, it is likely that most of
and friction is brittle, as proposedby Byerlee. this activity is usuallybelowthe dynamicrange
Consequently,we can tentatively accept the of anymicroearthquake
apparatusnowin operastick-sliphypothesisof Brace and Byerlee and tion. Thereforefault slippagewill, in general,be
discussslidingon the fault in the light of lab- partly due to motion during earthquakesand
oratory studiesof frictional sliding.According partly due to aseismicslip. This observation
to thesecalculations,the fault is an extremely agreeswith that of Brune [1968], who found
weak low-frictionsurface,with a strengthfar that the rate of slipin the ImperialValley comlessthan that of the surrounding
rock.This by puted from seismicmomentswas less than the
itself canexplainthe very highconcentration
of values obtained from geodetic measurements.
seismicactivity along this narrow zone.
The surfacecrackingprecedingthe Parkfield
It shouldalsobe pointedout that the values earthquake[Allen and Smith, 1966] whichwas
of stressand strengthcalculatedaboveare only not associatedwith microearthquakeactivity
applicableto limited lengths of the straight may havebeenstablesliding,whichoftenpreportions of the San Andreas fault. Our esticedesstickslipin the laboratory.
mates of smoothness
of the fault are only apAccordingto recent resultsof Byeflee and
plicable to lengthsof the order of a kilometer Brace [1968], stick-slip is only an intrinsic
or longerin a 40-km-longzonenear Parkfield. property of rock friction under certain condithe tectonic stress on the San Andreas fault is

Since our estimates of stress are also based on

tions. They find that stick-slipat confining
data from straightparts of the fault, the com- pressuresbelow about I kb does not occur in all
parisonof the two calculations
is probablyvalid. rock types they studied.In addition,stick-slip
On the other hand, the strength of the San doesnot occur at any pressurein basic rocks
Andreasas a whole, taking into accountthe such as gabbro and dunire which have even a
curvedportion of the fault from Cholamesouth

very small amount of serpentinealteration.

to Big Bear Lake, may be considerably
larger.
These results present a rather interesting
Variationsof frictional strengthmay be re- explanationof the die-offof seismicactivity at
sponsiblefor the variety of patterns of seismi- about 15 km in California. This die-off seems
city observedalongthe fault by Allen ei al. too rapid to be due to simply an increaseof
[1965], and Allen [1968].
ductility with temperature and pressure,and
Stictc-slipand stable sliding. Frictional sliding of rock is sometimespunctuatedby jerky
motion, i.e. stick-slip.Rapid stressdrops produced by stick-slip motion on faults has been
suggestedas the mechanism of earthquakes
[Brace and Byeflee, 1966]. Not all the displacement during frictional sliding is manifestedin stick-slipevents,however.Exceptpossibly in the specialcaseof totally interlocked
surfaces,stick-slipis precededand followedby
variable amountsof stable sliding,i.e. sliding

there is no evidence for the alternative

that

there is a low-viscositylayer in the crust. The
experimental results suggest that the sudden
drop-offseismicactivity may be due to a change
from granitic or sedimentary rock to altered
basicrock at that depth.In northern California,
a discontinuity of that nature between Franciscansedimentaryand basic intrusive rock and
underlying rock of 6.8 velocity at about 12 km
has

been

identified

[Stewart, 1968].

from

refraction

studies
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Insofar as frictional propertiesare concerned,
laboratory results suggestedthat the crust in
California may be composedof three layerswith
the followingproperties: layer 1, from the surface to a depth of 2 to 4 km, in which stable
sliding is the primary mode of slip, regardless
of rock type, exceptwhenan earthquakepropagates from below; layer 2, a generally granitic
layer, extendingto depths of about 12 km in
the Parkfield area but which may vary in other
regions, in which slip occurs by both stable
sliding and stick-slip accompaniedby earthquakes; and layer 3, underlying layer 2, composedof alteredbasicrock in which the primary
mode of slip is stable sliding. We have no informationas to what depththe fault may extend
in layer 3.

PARKFIELD,
CALIFORNIA,
EARTHQUAKES
OF1966

SMITH

erated creep that seem to be related in some
way with felt aftershocks.The creep sequence,
as well as the aftershocksequence,thus appears
to have been generatedby the main shockand
the two seem to be interrelated in some way.

We shouldnow like to examinecarefully all the
pertinent observationsof the Parkfield-Cholame
earthquakesequencewith the intent of develop-

ing a coherentmodel of the mechanicsof the
main shock, aftershocks,and fault creep.
Recent experimental studiesof the frictional
and fracture behavior of rock have greatly enhancedour understandingof how rock deforms
under shallow crustal conditions. As we have

made clear in the discussionsabove, these investigationshave led to a number of hypotheses
regarding the mechanismof earthquakes.Because of the very intensive studies that have
been

made

of

the

Parkfield-Cholame

earth-

The Parkfield-Cholame earthquake of June
27, 1966, and its aftershocksequenceis one of

quakes, this earthquake sequencepresents a
unique proving groundfor the detailedtesting

the best studied seismic events. One of the most

of some of these ideas.

interesting, and unforeseen,observationswas
that after the main shock,slow slippageof the
fault began to occur and is still continuing at
the time of this writing, two years later. This
behavior, which has been observedelsewhereon

Mechanism o)• the Parkfield mainshock. As
little as 10 hours after the mainshock,when
slip by creepwas taking place at a very rapid
rate, Allen and Smith [1966] found that only a
4.5-cm displacement
had taken place acrossthe
white line on highway 46. Observationselse-

the San Andreas fault under different

circum-

stances [Tocher, 1960b] has been known as
fault creep. The term fault creep should in no
way indicate a relation to the time-dependent
rheology of metals and other materials but is
used in this context merely to indicate slippage
of the fault which is very slow in comparison
with the elastic-wavevelocity.
Fault creep may be a very important mode
of crustal deformation, which has been largely
overlooked in the past because of a lack of
detailed instrumental observations.It represents
one of the very few truly new aspectsof faulting
that has been uncovered in many years and
may provide someimportant cluesin unraveling
the mechanismof seismicfaulting.
Wallace and Roth [1967] and Smith and
Wyss [1968] have independentlyreported their
observationsof fault creep following the Parkfield earthquake. Their chief observationswere
(1) that, the creep decayed off after the main
shock with a logarithmic time law quite similar
to the falloff of aftershockactivity, and (2) that
the fault creep as measuredat the surfaceappeared to be composedof episodesof accel-

where

on the

fault

also indicated

that

the

amount of slip produced during and shortly
after the mainshock was small in comparisonto

that eventually producedby creep. Extrapolation back in time on the creep curvesthat were
subsequentlymeasured led to the conclusion
that essentiallyno slip had occurred at the
surface during the main shock [Smith and
Wyss, 1968]. Even disregardingthis extrapolation, the large-amplitude surface waves [Wu,
1968a] and accelerations[Aki, 1968b] both
indicate,when comparedwith measuredsurface
displacements,
that slip during the main shock
must have been much greater at depth than at
the surface.This conclusionis also supported
by the geodetic measurementsof Hoy%ann
[1967], which showed that almost 20-cm displacementhad taken place 6 to 8 km from the
fault by July 1966.
All the evidencethus pointsto a buried fault
that underwent a considerableamount of slip at
depth. Little or no slip occurredin the surface
layer immediately during the earthquake,but
creepwas initiated which resultedin substantial

SLIP ON THE

slippage over the next few months. This suggests a causal relationship between the earthquake and the creep that followedit: the main
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Eaton [1968] found that aftershockactivity
decreasedvery rapidly below 10 km. No aftershocks were observed below 12 km. It is very

shockdid not propagateto the surface;conse- likely, therefore, that the bottom of the zone
quently, the layer between the slipped region that slipped during the main shock was at
and the surface was highly stressed.The re- about 10 km. Taking as our model a dislocation 40 km long which slippedfrom 4- to 10-km
sponseof this layer was fault creep.
Before we discussthe rheologyof the creep depth, we find from the seismicmoment of
processwe must first quantify the reconstruction of the main shock. Ho/mann [1968] remeasured the California Department of Water
Resourcesgeodetic network in the Parkfield
area and found that points6 km from the fault
had moved 2.5 cm between July 1966, immediately after the main shock, and May 1967. It
was during this period that extensive creep
occurred on the fault. At the Taylor ranch

1.9 X 1035dyne cm [Wyss and Brune, 1968]
that a total slip of 30 cm occurredduring the
main shock.By early 1968, when creep activity
had slackenedto a very low rate, nearly all this
displacement
had beenrelasedat the surfaceby
creep.At that stage,the geodeticdisplacements
are consistent

with

a surface fault

of 10-km

depth which slipped30 cm.
In Figure 4 we illustrate our model. The distheodolite station, located near the center of
placementsfrom the main shock were calcuHofmann's network, 11.5 cm of displacement lated from Chinnery's [1961] model. We asacrossthe fault was recordedduring the same sumed that the upper creep zone behaved like
time interval. These two measurements can be
Walsh's [1968] model 1, with d/d6 = 1. In the
used in conjunctionwith elastic theory to esti- left-hand diagram the theoretical displacement
mate the depth of the creep zone. By using curves are fitted to the data. The fit to the
various models of fault slippage, these two creepdata and to Ho/mann's [1967, 1968] measmeasurementsindicate that the depth of the urements is extremely good. According to this
creepzone (and accordinglythe top of the zone result, a zonefrom 4 to 10 km slipped30 cm
during the main shock,followedby creepin the
faulted during the main shock) was between2
surface layer. The upper 4 km had slipped
and 4 km [Chinnery, 1961; Walsh, 1968].
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Fig. 4. Fault slip and displacementsduring and following the June 27, 1966, earthquake.
The right-handfigure (b) showsthe inferredvariation of slip with depth in the centralsection
of the fault due to the main shockand at several later dates after creep had occurredin the

surfacelayer. In the left-handdiagram(a), calculateddisplacements
are shownfor the central
sectionof the fault immediately after the main shock and at two later dates where they are

fitted to creepat Taylor Ranchand Ho/mann's[1967,1968]points(opencircles).Displacements on a line acrossthe southwestsegmentof the fault are also shown as solid circles
[Wallace and Roth, 1967; Meade, 1966].
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16.5 cm by July 1966, and by May 1967, 28 in his model considerablelatitude must be
cm,nearlyall the storedslip,had beenreleased placedon the interpretationof his results.We

by creep.The creeplayer probablydoesnot feel that his resultsmay be construed
as indicorrespond
to a geologic
layer.In the Cholame caringonly that displacements
at depth,while
Valley the alluvium is estimatedat several not determinedaccurately,were significantly
hundredmeters [Dickenson,1966] and seismic greater than observedat the surface.In any

refractionsstudiesby Eaton [1968] indicate
discontinuities
at 1.4- and 6-km depth.It appears that the creeplayer corresponds
to the
stable slidinglayer expectedfrom laboratory
results. We shall test this suggestionin the
next section.
Aki [1968b] attempted to determinethe
mechanismof the main shockby synthesizing
the accelerograph
from a strongmotionstation
locatedvery closeto the fault and just southof
highway46. He concluded
that the fault slipped
60 cm from a depth of 3 km to lessthan 100

case,his resultsmay be appliedonly to the
southwestsegmentof the fault. The displacement on this part of the fault may have been
quite differentthan the displacements
on the
central section.In the light of the uncertainties
of his method, we do not feel that his results
are in seriousconflictwith the presentmodel
of the main shock.
Althoughour synthesisof the mechanismof
the main shockis certainlynot uniquelydetermined, the strongself-consistency
of the creep
data, geodeticmeasurements,seismicmoment,

meters from the surface.This accelerographis
only indicative of the displacementthat took
place on the extreme southern end of the
faulted region, where the instrument was locared. The U.S. Coast and Geodetic Survey
reoccupieda geodeticnetwork in this regionin
August 1966 [Meade, 1966]. The displacements
observedfrom one of the traverses,which
crossedthe fault 4 km north of the accelerograph station, are shown in Figure 4. These
data indicate that the fault may indeed have
been quite shallowin that region, and again

and aftershock distribution allow considerable
confidencein the model. Perhaps more importantly, this model impliesa generatingmechanismfor the creepand aftershocksthat followed.
Creep and a)•tershocks.Accordingto our
interpretation of the experimental studies of
friction, shallow and deep parts of the fault

shouldslip primarily by stablesliding,whereas
a centralsectionfrom about4- to 12-kmdepth
is particularly prone to stick-slipand, consequently, to earthquakes. After the Parkfield
earthquake,substantialcreep occurredduring

indicates,when combined
with data from the the extensive
•aftershocksequence.
Sinceboth
quadr!lateral
QAB locatedacrossthe fault by seismicand aseismic
creepthereforeoccurred
Wallaceand Roth [1967], that displacements simultaneously
in the same locality, excellent
stronglyincreasedwith depth. Note, however, meansare providedfor directlycomparingthe
that a displacementgreater than 20 to 30 cm
is not consistentwith thesedata.
This conflictis probably a result of the oversimplifiedmodel assumedby Aki. I-Ie used for
simplicity a rupture velocity of 2.2 km/sec
within a uniform medium of S-wave velocity
3.5 kin/sec. In the light of a detailedrefraction
study by the U.S. GeologicalSurvey [Eaton,
1968] which showedthat a low-velocity sediment (vp • 3 km/sec) overliesthe basement
in the fault area to a depth of I to 2 km,
however, Aki noted that the rupture velocity
may be supersonicin the near-surfacelayers.
His calculationsshow that the inferred displacementmay be reducedby as much as a
factor of 2 if the rupture velocity approaches
the shear-wavevelocity.Consequently,
because

two types of slip.
After the Parkfield earthquake, five smallscale geodeticstations were establishedacross
the main break [see Smith and Wyss, 1968].
The cumulative displacementto date of these
five stationsare plotted versusthe logarithm
of time in Figure 5. The ordinate for the data
at each station is arrangedso that the stations
from north to southin the fault area are shown
from top to bottom in the diagram.The time
scale was arbitrarily fixed so that the origin
time of the main shockis at t -- 1.
The clearest feature to be observed from
Figure 5 is that for longperiodsof time the data
fall on straight lines, i.e., the creep decays
logarithmicallyin time. This pattern is most
regular at Taylor Ranch, the station closest

the effect of this layeringhas been neglected to the centerof the fault break. The stepwise
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Fig. 5. Cumulative slip acrossthe fault following the Parkfield earthquake measuredwith
five small-scalegeodetic networks and plotted semilogarithmically against time. The ordinate
interceptsare arrangedarbitrarily so that stationsfrom north to south are from top to bottom
in the figure. The mainshockwas at t -- 1. The occurrenceof several aftershockswhich seem
to have affectedthe creepare indicatedby vertical lineswith asterisksto indicate the relative

positionof the epicenterswith respectto the theodolitestationsand with the distances
noted
to associatedmeasuredslips.

related.This possibilityis strengthened
by the
observationof Smith and Wyss [1968] that the
The observation that creep following the creepis not smoothbut episodicand that such
Parkfield earthquake decayed approximately episodesoften follow large aftershocks.This
One
logarithmically
in time, as did the aftershocks posesa numberof interestingpossibilities.
[Eaton, 1967], suggests
that the two may be questionthat might be askedis' are the creep
deviationsand the changesof slopeof the lines
are discussed in a later section.
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Seismographic
Stations in the Epi-

Height,

Latitude

Station 1
Station 3
Station 5
Station 7
Station 8
Gold Hill
Carr Ranch*

35ø49.35"
35ø55.55"
35055.00"
35051.40"
35045.60"
35049.9"
35ø50.0"

Longitude

meters

120o29.40"
120ø30.40"
120021.65"
120016.90"
120023.35"
120021.2"
120ø21.9"

SMITH

scribedby Brune and Allen [1967a], was such
that any earthquakeof magnitude0 or greater
that occurredwithin the array was perceptible.
During the same period, the Invar wire creepmeter at Carr :Ranch [Smith and Wyss, 1968]
was equipped with a strip chart recorder so
that a continuouscreep record was obtained.
The sensitivityof this devicewas about 10-4 cm.
On October21, three weeksafter installation
of the microearthquakearray, a felt earthquake
of magnitude3.4 occurredin the Middle Mountain area. Eight days later creepbeganat Carr
Ranch and continueduntil November 15, producing a total of about 0.2-cm right-lateral
fault slip.The time historyof the creepepisode

central Region

Name

AND

590
580
960
520
590
370
360

* Locationof creepmeter.

episodesreally aseismic?It is possible,for

measured at Cart Ranch and the local seismic

example, that such creep episodesare accom-

activity are shownin Figure 6.

paniedby a swarmof microearthquakes,
each
The seismicactivity is shown as cumulative
of which contributesa small stepwiseincre- counts of earthquakes,which are divided into
ment to the creep displacement.

two groups: earthquakes that occurred from

To investigatethe relationship
betweenmicro- Middle Mountain south to highway 46 are
earthquakes and fault creep, a five-station shown in curve A, and earthquakesthat ocmicroearthquakearray was operated in the curred northwest of Middle Mountain and hence
Parkfield area from October1, to November could not be locatedaccuratelywith the array
15, 1967. This time interval was selectedon the
are shown in curve B. In Figure 7 we show

basisof past creepactivity, which suggested the location of all shocks that were within the
that a creepepisode
mightbe expected
by mid- rangeof the array duringthe study.Thesedata
October.The locationsof thesetemporarysta- are also listed in Table 2.
tions,togetherwith thoseof the U.S. Geological A cursory examinationof Figures 6 and 7
Survey Station Gold Hill, whichwas alsoused will convince the reader that there is no obvious
in the study,and the Carr :Ranchcreepmeter, direct relationshipbetweenlocalseismicactivity
are given in Table I and shownin Figure 7. and fault creep.In this sense,then, the creep
The responseof thesestations,which are de- episode is definitely aseismicin nature. It is
F-
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Fig. 6. Local seismicactivity and creep,Octoberand November 1967.Cumulative seismic
activity from Middle Mountain southto highway46 is shownby (A) and that northwestof
Middle Mountain by (B). Creep measuredat Carr Ranch.
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noticed,
however,
that therearesomeinteresting
variationsin the seismicityof the areathat may
be described
in passing.
In the threeweeksprior
to the October 21 earthquake,small shocks
occurred at a fairly regular rate and were

locatedfairly uniformlyoverthe 30-kmlength
of fault from Middle Mountain to highway 46
(solidcirclesin Figure7).
This contrastswith the activity after October

21 (centeredopencircles),whichwas concentrated almostentirelyin the Middle Mountain
area and northward.The activity near Middle

Mountainquieteddowna few daysafter the
October21 shock,and no shocks
occurreduntil
the morningof October28, whena swarmof
activity beganin the area north of Middle
Mountain about 20 to 30 km northwest of Carr

Ranch. A day later creepbeganat the same
time as the occurrence of a small shock near

Middle Mountain. The activity to the northwest lasted6 days and endedas quicklyas it

had begun.Near the endof the creepepisode,
on November14, anotherfelt earthquake,of
magnitude3.3, occurredin nearly the same
placeasthe October21 event.
Aside from the fact that major aftershocks
often occur a short while before the beginning

of creep episodesthe above resultsindicate
that there is little direct relationship of creep,

eitherspatiallyor temporally,
withlocalseismic
activity. One might probedeeperand ask if
they were at least correlatedin sense.This
seemsto be the case.The compositefault plane
solution(Figure2) of the eventslocatedduring
this study are consistent
with right-lateralmotion on the fault.

The lack of direct correlation between creep
and aftershocks becomes even more striking

whenwe compare
the creepdisplacements
with
the displacements
inferredfromaftershocks.
We
make this comparisonin the followingway.
The sum of the momentsof all earthquakes

that occurin a giventime on a particularfault
Fig. 7. Map of the Parkfield-Cholame area
planecanbe dividedby the productof the area
of this planewith the appropriateshearmodu- showing theodolite stations (crosses), portable
lus. The result is the cumulative displacement

per unit fault lengthcorresponding
to the seismic activity during the time considered[Brune,
1968]. Smith and Wyss [1968] pointedout that
the displacementcalculatedfrom seismicradiation of the Parkfield aftershock sequencewas
much less than the geodeticallyobservedcreep

seismic stations (solid squares), and microearthquakes located during the October-November
1967 study. Solid circles are epicenters of shocks
that occurred from October I to October 21;
centered open circles, October 21 to November
15; circle with x the M _-- 3.4 October 21 event;
crossed circle, the M = 3.3 November 14 event.
Numbers refer to corresponding depths. Fault
trace is from Brown and Vedder [1967].
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TABLE

Earthquake Locations in the Parkfield-Cholame, California, Area, October 1 to No-

2.

vember 15, 1967

Date
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.

3
8
8
10
14
14
19
21
21
21
22
22
23
23
23
29
i
I
I
3
7
11
13
14
14

h

Time
m
s

7
2
3
5
9
17
7
5
11
12
14
14
I
7
8
7
6
15
19
20
10
10
18
00
2

07
29
09
01
47
14
44
19
32
05
47
50
17
48
40
08
09
13
28
16
37
32
18
00
44

44.3
18.7
45.9
14.0
38.2
32.9
06.2
52.4
38.1
23.6
28.5
07.9
13.0
57.6
14.5
12.1
51.3
50.8
12.8
20.5
43.0
03.9
51.7
52.9
29.8

N. Latitude
35056.5"
35053.4"
35053.5"
35ø56.0"
35ø51.5"
35051.9"
35047.6"
35ø59.1"
35059.2"
35058.6"
35055.9"
35055.3"
35047.9"
35ø52.1"
35ø43.1"
35056.3"
35ø59.6"
35055.5"
35055.9"
35ø57.1"
35ø52.5"
36 ø 7.8"
35049.6"
35057.4"
35058.8"

W. Longitude
120028.3"
120026.2"
120027.4"
120ø27.1"
120ø24.4"
120025.3"
120020.6"
120036.0"
120ø31.5"
120031.2"
120029.5"
120028.3"
120020.2"
120026.8"
120018.5"
120032.5"
120034.2"
120030.2"
120025.9"
120ø30.1"
120ø11.5"
120040.0"
120023.3"
120030.7"
120031.5"

Depth,
km
11.5
3.5
4.5
--.
7.2
10.4
2.1
'"
8.2
13.2
5.3
11.3
14.6
12.3
13.2
7.6
8.3
0.6
19.7
6.9
-...5.1
12.2
16.0

Magnitude

1.9
3.4

3.3

displacement.
They concluded
that a substantial Then the moment of each shock was obtained.
amount of creep, displacement not accompanied by seismicradiation, must have taken
place. Creep and aftershockshave similar time
histories. Next we inquire whether they are
spatially correlatedover the entire sequence.
To answer this questionthe displacementas
inferred from seismic radiation was determined

as a function of position along the fault and
compared with the ground displacementmeasured at the surface. The most comprehensive

study on hypocentersof the Parkfield sequence
wasmadeby Eaton [1968]. This studyincluded
only events that occurredbetween July and
September15, 1966; the corresponding
magnitudes are not yet available.The list of shocks
compiledby McEvilly et al. [1967] givesthe
magnitudesbut it is lesscomplete.Shocksup to
January 12, 1967, are includedin that list. For
eventsafter this date up to the presentwriting,
the Pasadena Local Bulletin was used.

The hypocentersof all the earthquakesincluded in these three sourceswere projected
onto the fault plane of the Parkfield 1966 break.

The fault plane was broken down into segments
2 km long and 10 kin-deep.The moment of all
shockslocated in each segmentwere summed
and divided by the product of the segmentarea
(20 km•) and shear modulus (3 X 10= dynes/
cm•). The average displacementscaused by
seismiceventson fault segmentsobtainedin this
way are comparedwith the geodeticallymeasured displacementsin Figure 8.
The momentsof the larger earthquakeswere
obtained by Wyss and Brune [1968]. The
moments of smaller shocks were obtained by
the moment-magnituderelation given by Parkfield earthquakesin that study. The displacement correspondingto the numerousshocksfor
which no magnitudes were available was estimated as follows' by using the frequencymagnitude relation of McEvilly et al. [1967]
and the moment-magnituderelation of Wyss
and Brune, the averagemoment of a Parkfield
shock (2 _• M _• 3.5) was determined.This
value was then multiplied by the number of
shockswith unknown magnitude per segment.

SLIP ON THE

This procedureis believedto be a fair estimate
since (1) the magnitudesof all the large and
important shocks are assignedand (2) the
number of shocksper segmentwas between20
and 100, which justifies statistical treatment.
Earthquakes of ML •> 3.5 are expected to
have fault dimensionslarger than 2 km. The
fault dimensions of such shocks were estimated

from the magnitude-fault length relation found
by Wyss and B•ne [1968]. Then the moments
were distributed among a correspondingnumber of neighboringsegments.A shock of magnitude 5, for example,is estimatedto have fault
dimensions
of about 14 km; therefore,its contribution to displacementwas distributed among
seven 2-kin segmentscentered around the epicenter.

In Figure 8 the displacementsare plotted as
a function of positionalong the fault. The fault
race as mapped by Brown and Vedder [1967]
SE
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is indicated as a solid line on the top of the
figure. For reference,the locationsof highway
46 and the town of Parkfield

are indicated. The

displacementsobtained by small-scalegeodetic
measurementsare relative to June 30, 1966;
on this date the displacementall along the fault
was assumedto be zero [see Smith and Wyss,
1968]. The displacementsas calculatedfrom the
seismic activity were obtained from the contributions

of all shocks that

occurred between

June 27 and the presentwriting, exceptfor the
contribution

of the main shock.

Comparingthe displacementsobtainedin the
two different ways, we observed two things.
First, the displacementobtained from smallscale geodetic measurementsare approximately
an order of magnitude larger than the onesinferred from seismicactivity. Second,regionsof
large surface displacementscorrespondto regions of low setsintoactivity, and conversely.

Highwoy46

Parkfield

i
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I .......

I•1

- I--I ......
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Fig. 8. Displacementsacrossthe San Andreasfault followingthe Parkfield earthquakeas a
function of position along the fault. Actual displacementsmeasuredwith small-scalegeodetic
networks are compared with the displacementsinferred from aftershock activity using the
moment displacement relation. Note the anticorrelation.
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SCHOLZ, WYSS,

The seismicactivity clustersaroundthe endsof
the main fault segmentwhere the surfacedisplacementsdecreaseand go to zero.
Accordingto a theory proposedby Scholz
[1968b], aftershocksare due to time-dependent
brittle fracture in regions of stress concentra-

tion producedby the main shock.If the region
is isolated after the main shock and the after-

AND

SMITH

of the fault. This is in agreementwith what
would be expected from experimental studies;
major aftershock activity is confined to the
stressconcenratedregionsin the stick-sliplayer,
i.e., below 2 to 4 km at the ends of the fault,
whereasthe shallow region above can only respond by stable sliding. Since microscopically
stick-slipand stableslidingare both brittle fracture processes
on an inhomogeneous
surface,the

shocksoccurindependently,
the cumulativefrequency of aftershockactivity should decay analysis of Scholz [1965b] applies to both
logarithmicallyin time. This hasbeenobserved aftershock rates and creep rates. I-Ie treated
to be approximately the case at Parkfield the problem of an array of brittle elementsin a

random stressfield, each of which is character-

[Eaton, 1967].

Spattally,aftershocksshouldbe d•.stributed ized by a time-depentdentstrength and fails
most denselyin zonesof high stressconcentra- independently.His result for the casewhen the

tion, i.e., primarily at the boundariesbetween mean stress is held constant is that the cumulaslippedand unslippedregions.A concentration tive number of elements which have fractured
of aftershockactivity at the endsor bottom of at time t after applicationof the loadis givenby
the slippedregionis quitecommon.As hasbeen
N -- MC log t -]- b
(3)
pointed out above,the Parkfield aftershocks
were concentrated in the Middle

Mountain

area at the north end of the slipped zone, and
in an area 5 km north of highway46. This latter
region is at a point where the surfacetrace
jumped acrossthe CholameValley, leaving a

1-km gap in whichno surfacecrackingwasobserved [Brown and Vedder, 1967]. The evidence
that a high stressconcentrationexistedin the
region between the two fault segmentslends
credence to the idea that the main shock may

have beena multiple event [Wu, 1968b].
According to the model we have proposed
for the main shock,however,the primary stress
concentrationwas produced in the 4 km between the free surfaceand the slipped zone,i.e.,
the region in which creep occurred.The creep
activity died off logarithmicallyin time after the
main shock, similarly to the aftershocks,but
the spatial distributionwas converse;the maximum creep occurred in the central section of
the fault and decreasedrapidly toward the
ends. Not only is the over-all slip produced by
aftershocksnegligible in comparisonwith the
amount of fault creep,but the spatial distributions are uncorrelated.

where M, C, and b depend on the state of
stress,the materials, and the environment.By
followingthe samesort of logic as Brune [1968]
used in his calculationof rates of slip on faults
from cumulative seismicmoments,it is easy to
see that equation 3 also describesthe fault slip
during an aftershocksequence.Each shockproduces a small increment of slip. In the case of
stable sliding, the actual fracturing is microscopicand a creep episodefollowingthe time
law given in equation 3 is observed.From this
viewpointcreepand aftershocksare independent
but identical processes;the one leading to
macroscopicfracture and the other resultingin
smooth slip. They are both a responseto stress
concentrationsproducedby the main shockand
are not interrelated.

Although creep and aftershockswere, over
the long run, independentprocesses,we have
not yet fully examined the possibility that
individual aftershocksmay have interactedwith
the creep sequence.Smith and Wyss [1968]
reported an incident of a local aftershockthat

produceda slip followedby a period of accel-

erated creep. Their measurements,obtained by
It appears,then, that the regionsbounding a strain meter stradling the surface break, rethe faulted area respondedin two differentways vealed that most of the displacement occurred
to the suddenstressingproducedby the main during periods of accelerated creep. A very
shock. The upper 4 km above the fault re- regular pattern of creep episodesemergeddurspondedby slowslidingthat wasnot associated ing 1967 and 1968. The periods of accelerated
creep last.for about,5 days and always accumuwith substantial aftershock activity. The primary aftershockactivity occurredat the ends late about 0.2 cm of relative displacement.The
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episodes
are separatedfrom oneanotherby intervals of about 2 months during which very
little displacement
accumulated.
SmithandWyss
attempteda correlationof periodsof accelerated
creepwith aftershocks.They reachedthe conclusionthat in 1967, when the aftershockactivity had calmed down, all aftershocksreported as felt at the locality of measurement
were followedby acceleratedcreepand, further,
that no accelerated
•:reepoccurredwithout the
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to examinewhetherthat may indeednot be the
case for individual episodes.In particular we
would like to check the hypothesisthat creep
episodes
that followaftershocks
are the response
of the surfacelayer to displacementsproduced
at depth by theseshocks.
In Table 3 we list the aftershocksthat shortly

precededcreepepisodes.
Exceptthe October21,
1967, event, which we describedabove, the
relations between these shocks and their asso-

ciated creep episodeshave been describedby
Smith and Wyss [1968] or by Wyss and Brune
wire strain meter from its installation to the
[1968]. Our presentintent is to checkif these
presentis plotted in Figure 9. Occurrences
of shocksare sufdcientlylarge to have ruptured at
earthquakesthat possiblycould be correlated depth an area long enoughto extendfrom the
with creep periods are marked. The marked hypocenterto underneaththe site of displaceshocksbefore December 1, 1967, were all re- ment measurementand to have producedthere
ported as felt at the locality of measurement. a slip of an order that couldaccountfor the
For the time after December 1, no record of observedcreep episode.We use the relation
felt reports is available. Therefore, all the
occurrence of a felt shock.

The displacementmeasured by the Invar

=

shocks with M > 3 that occurred in the Cho-

whereMo is the seismicmoment,• is the rigidplotted.This illustratesthat no direct correla- ity, A is the fault area, and (U) is the mean
that the fault slippedbeneath
tion exist for all earthquakes,since there are slip.We assume
severalexamplesof aftershocksnot followedby the 4-km creeplayer. A minimumfault width
creep and the converse.Nothing new can be is thereforegiven by the hypocentraldepth
added to the apparent correlation with felt minus4 km, whereasa minimumfault lengthis
shocks.Althoughwe have demonstrated
that the generallytaken as the distancefrom the epiover-all slip producedby aftershocks
was in- center to the Carr Ranch creepmeter.The prosufdcientto producethe creep,we shouldlike duct of these two values gives • minimum
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at Carr
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TABLE 3. Comparisonof Slip Observedin CreepEpisodesto that Calculatedfrom PrecedingEarthquakes
Assumed• -- 3 X 10•; area A -- length X (depth -- 4 km).
Slip, cm

h

Time
m

Oct. 21, 1967
July 24, 1967
Oct. 27, 1966
July 2, 1966

12
02
12
12

05
08
06
08

23.6
53.7
03.9
33.5

Aug. 19, 1966

22

51

20.1

March 13, 1967
May 26, 1967

21
07

59
26

47.4
...

Date

s

Depth,
km

Length,
km

13.2
7
10.7
6.3

20
18
8
8

6.6
10
I X 10-•

2.2
10
13

M0, *
dyne cm

0.4
1.1
3.0
.73

X
X
X
X

10•2
10•2
10•
10•

Magn. Observ.

Calc.

3.4
3.8
4.0
3.6

0.2
0.2
1.0
1.0

0.007
0.07
0.19
0.13

.35 • 10•

3.4

0.7

0.24

.70 X 10•'
1.0 X 10•o

3.6
2.1

0.3
0.2

0.039
--.

* Mo from Wyss and Brune [1968].
• Fault width calculatedfrom observedslip.

fault area required by the hypothesiswe are
checking.Using values of Mo from Wyss and
Brune [1968], we can calculate the slip over
such a hypotheticalarea during these shocks
and compareit with that observedduring the
following creep episode.The computed values,
listed in Table 3, are consistentin that the
amount of slip calculated for each shock is at
least an order of magnitude smaller than the
amount observedduring the subsequentcreep
episode.In addition,a few notableinstancesare
documentedin which an aftershock produced
no slip at the stationsin its vicinity but did
appear to produce displacementat stations at
considerabledistancefrom the epicenter.These
shocksare shownin Figure 5 with asterisksindicating their relative position to the creep
stations and the distances to the points at
which anomalousslip was observed.These instancesare the shockat t -- 25 (July 20, 1966),
which produced a small slip at Carr, that on
I -- 53(August 19, 1966), which producedslip
at Parkfield, and that on t -- 122 (October 27,
1966), which producedsome slip at Parkfield
and Taylor. We concludethat the hypothesis
doesnot. hold and the observedcreep displacements cannot be entirely the result of the precedingearthquakesuchas by the time-delayed

ity: the April 9, 1968, BorregoMountain earthquake seemsto have causeddisplacementson
three separatefaults up to 70 km from the epicenter [Allen ei al., 1968]. It is perhaps significantthat all the earthquakesthat have been
associatedwith creepepisodesat Parkfield were
felt at the locality of creep measurements,indicatingthat they exceededa thresholdin shaking
intensity.

We have not yet explainedthe episodicnature of the surfacecreep.A clueis foundwhen
the displacements
shownin Figure 9 are plotted
in semi-logarithmiccoordinates,as shown in
Figure 10. A most interesting observation
emerges.The beginningand the end points of

each creep episode describe straight parallel
lines. The parallelism suggeststhat each creep
episodereleasesa critical amountof strain, and
the straightnesssuggeststhat such strain is
beingaccumulatedand releasedat a logarithmic
rate in time. This may be understoodin the
followingway. Accordingto equation3 creep
shouldoccur at a logarithmicrate with a decay
constantMC. M is, however,stress-dependent.
Experimentalresults$cholz [1968c] showthat
M is usually a power function of stresswith an
exponentgenerallygreater than one. Sincethe
stressconcentrationin the creep zone following
responseto slip on a buried fault plane.If the the Parkfield earthquakemust have been greatcorrelation between aftershocksand creep epi- est at the top of the slipped region,decreasing
sodesis indeed real, an alternative possibilityis toward the surface, the decay constant, and
a dynamictriggeringmechanism;i.e., the shak- hencethe rate of creep,must alsohave decayed
ing from the aftershocktriggeredin someman- toward the surface. Therefore, slip near the
ner the release of strain stored in the creep bottom of the creep zone was always 'leading'
layer. This alternativeis quite a real possibil- that near the surface,and the surfacematerials
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had a thresholdstrength such that slip could

scalegeodeticmeasurementsat the samelocality
indicatethat after January 1967 (200 daysafter
accumulatedfrom creep at depth.
the Parkfield 1966 earthquake) the strain meter
The starting and stoppingof the accelerated was no longer straddling the entire fault zone.
creepepisodesoccurwith an amazingregularity. For this reasonthe slopein Figure 10 is smaller
In all casesthe actual beginningand end points than the prevailing slope in Figure 11. The
are within 0.05 cm of the straight lines. This changesin slope during the earlier period of
regularity makes it possibleto predict the oc- measurements,however, are also reflected in
currence of creep episodeswith a high con- the geodeticmeasurements.Several changesin
fidence.On this basis,the episodeof August22, the slopeof displacementversuslog t plots can
1968, was predicted to occur on August 15. be seen in Figure 5, most notably at Carr
This was the first successful
predictionof mo- Ranch. These changescannot be explainedby
tion on the San Andreas fault.
the occurrenceof local shocks.This phenomeThe creep displacementsobtained in 1966, non representsa change of the decay constant,
starting 10 days after the Parkfield earthquake, which accordingto theory, can only be due to a
are shown in Figure 11. These displacements change in stress.This may be a result of an
were recorded by a quartz strain meter [see original variation of stress concentrationalong
Smith and Wyss, 1968] at the same site as the lengthof the fault followingthe main shock,
discussedabove. These data also support the resulting in some sectionsof the fault 'leading'
above ideas.The regulartriesare somewhatless others in creep. For almost a year after the
pronounced,however. The explanationmay be main shocksurfacedisplacementwas accumulatsoughtin the frequent occurrenceof aftershocks ing faster at the center of the fault, Taylor
which continuouslyaltered the local stresspatRanch, then toward the southern end, at Carr
tern during the 3 months following the main Ranch (seeFigure 5). The strain betweenthese
earthquake.
two points due to the differencein creep rates
The changesof slope of the limiting lines reached 10-5 in about 130 days. After this time
need explanation.Comparisonswith the small- the rate of creep at Carr Ranch increased in
not occur until a critical amount of strain had
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Fig. 10. The cumulative creep from Figure 9 is plotted semilogarithmically.The beginning
and end of creep episodesdefine two straight parallel lines. The mainshockwas at day 1.
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Fig. 11. Same as Figure 10 at an earlier time when a quartz tube straddledthe fault.

such a way as to catch up with the more
northerly points.It is very likely that neighboring portions of the fault influence one another
in such a way, although an explanationfor the
suddennessof such transitions is lacking.
CONCLUSION $

We have shown that the central section of the

San Andreas fault is an extremely weak zone
and that its strength is approximately that required for stick-slipfriction. As an exampleof
faulting on the San Andreas,we deducedthat
the 1966 Parkfield earthquake was a buried dislocation which underwent a slip of 30 cm. As a
result, stressconcentrationsabout the fault produced creep and aftershockssequences,which
are two independent facets of time-dependent
frictional sliding. These two phenomena are

compatiblewith laboratoryfriction experiments
and with a creeprupture theory of aftershocks.
One feature of creep not observedin the laboratory is its episodicnature. However, after
creep rates had decreasedto a moderate level,
the repetitive nature of creep episodesallowed
the occurrenceof episodesto be predictedwith
an accuracyof about I week on the basis of
empirical induction.
If these conclusions
are valid, we shouldbe
able to generalize them to other parts of the
San Andreas system. Fault creep has been
studied in detail in two other such areas:

at

the Hollister region of the San Andreas in
northern California [Tocher, 1960b], and at
Borrego Mountain on the San Jacinto fault
system in southern California [Allen et al.,
1968]. In theselocalities,creepis quite different
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than that at Parkfield. Creep at Hollister also
occursin sequences
that decay logarithmically,
but in contrast to Parkfield these sequencesdo
not follow major earthquakes. At Borrego
Mountain, on the other hand, sensitivecreep
measurementsinitiated only a few hours after
the magnitude6.5 earthquakeof April 9, 1968,
failed to reveal any creep followingthat earthquake. How can we explain these featuresfrom
our Parkfield analysis?
In Figure 12 we showthree casesof our general model of the crust with three layers of
differing frictional properties.Figure 12a illustrates the situation as it is inferred to have

existed at Parkfield. The heavy depth versus
stresscurve representsthe frictional strength;
the shaded area, the tectonic stress.Since the
Parkfield earthquake did not propagateto the
surface, the tectouic stress must have reached

the frictional strength only at depth and must
have been much less than frictional strength
near the surface. The regions of stress concen-

tration following the earthquake were at the
ends,in the stick-slipzone,where aftershocks
occurred,and at the top, where creepoccurred.
The bottom is no problem; the regionbelow 12
km may havebeenslidingsmoothlyprior to the
earthquakeand, rather have than been loaded
by it, was strain-relieved.
The situation at Hollister is very likely the
converse of that at Parkfield. The tectonic stress
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produce stress concentrationsbelow; consequently, the creep episodemay be followedby
aftershocksif it extendsto the stick-slip zone.
This is in fact what is observed at Hollister:

earthquakesfollow creep episodes[Niazi, 1964;
Breiner and Kovach, 1968].
The Borregomountain earthquakeis more of
a 'normal' earthquake in the classicalsensethat
rupture occurred from the surface down to a
considerabledepth. Displacementsmeasuredin
the field shortly after the main shockare quite
in accord with those expected from a shock of
that size. Therefore, stresswas not augmented
in the stableslidingzonebut only at the endsof
the fault where aftershockactivity was strongly
concentrated(C. R. Allen, personalcommunication, 1968). Creep was not produced in this
ease,illustratedin Figure 12b.
In conclusion,we should like to point out
some puzzling features not as yet understood.
For one thing, we have been able to explainthe
general spatial and temporal patterns of fault
creep,but as yet its short-termepisodienature,
as observedat Parkfield, has not been observed
in the laboratory. This will be an interesting
topic of future research.More puzzling yet is
the initiation of the logarithmically decaying
creep episodesat Hollister. According to our
analysis, based on the theory presented by
Scholz [1968b], such a creep sequenceis produeed by a sudden increase,much faster than
the rate of tectonic loading, of the stresson the
fault. It is hard to explainhow sucha changein

there, illustratedin Figure 12c, likely increases
less sharply with depth than the frictional
strength.In that case,faulting will propagate the stress field could occur without a release of
downwardfrom the surface; i.e., creepwill first seismic energy. The magnetic transients that
occurin the stable slidinglayer. Suchcreepwill have been observedto precedethe creep epiSTRESS

STRESS

(o)

(b)

STRESS

STABLE
SLIDING

STABLE
SLIDING

(c)

Fig. 12. A schematicrepresentationof the stressand strength distribution with depth in
three different situations. (a) Tectonic stress (shaded region) reaches only the frictional
strength (heavy line) at depth; the situation at Parkfield. (b) The situation such as at Borrego Mountain, where the strengthis attained all over the fault surface. (c) The situation such

asat Hollisterwherestrengthis reachedonly in the upperstableslidingregion.
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sodesat Hollister[BreinerandKovach,1968]
may be symptomatic
of sucha change.
The resultsof this study shouldnot be con-

tectonicfracturesalongthe San AndreasFault,
The Parkfield-Cholame,California Earthquakes
o• June-August1966,U.S. Geol. Surv. Pro•ess.
Paper, 579, 2-22, 1967.

strued as applicableonly to the San Andreas Brune, James,N., Seismicmoment, seismicity,
fault. Very likely faulting on other shallow
and rates of slip along major fault zones,J.
Geophys.Res.,73(2), 777-784,1968.
faults is quite similar.For example,the Tashkent earthquake
of April 26, 1966,wasa buried Brune, James N., and Clarence R. Allen, A
microearthquake survey of the San Andreas
shockfollowedby creep,and in this senseit was
fault systemin southernCalifornia,Bull. Seis-

very similarto the Parkfieldearthquakes
[Ulomov and Mayashey,1967].
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